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Introduction: Effective In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) on the Moon requires prospecting for concentrations of resources in the subsurface. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a field portable method that can
enable the identification of potential resources in the accessible, shallow (0-20 m) subsurface. Given its ability
to non-destructively sound the nearest several meters of
a subsurface, GPR bridges a gap between surface-sensitive orbital methods (e.g. neutron, infrared spectroscopy) and deeper sounding methods (e.g. orbital radar).
Our team has used GPR instruments at terrestrial field
sites analogous to sites of interest on the Moon and at
the lunar south pole specifically [1-3]. We have found
that GPR antennae operating at frequencies between
100-400 MHz can be used to find buried ice and lava
tubes and map subsurface scatterers.
GPR and Ice Deposits: Water ice been identified in
permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) of the Moon [4].
Additional ice might be stable at depth near the south
pole in areas that were once permanently shadowed if
these deposits are kept at temperatures <145 K [5].
Field Analog. We have identified ice deposits
within the caldera of the Askja central volcano (Northern Iceland) that have been buried since volcanic eruptions at the volcano buried snowfall in 1961 and 1875
[6]. This snowfall then densified into solid ice and has
remained buried since each eruption. We have surveyed
deposits from both of these eruptions with GPR to identify buried ice from the surface as an analog for detecting ice in polar regions on the Moon.
Methodology. GPR transect surveys over pyroclasts
from Askja eruptions were performed using two
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Figure 1. Pure ice deposits are found beneath eruption deposits at Askja Volcano. In this trench, ice overlays pumice deposited in 1875 and is overlain by 1961 basalt pyroclasts. This ice
was surveyed with a 400 MHz antenna (background).

shielded GSSI GPR antennae with 200 and 400 MHz
frequencies. Radar traces were recorded at a rate of
100/m. A GPS was mounted to the instruments for geopositioning. Timeseries data resulting from each survey were then processed with common corrections and
filters in Radan 7 software. For validation, cores were
taken to vertically sample the subsurface along GPR
transects to a total depths of up to 1.6 m.
Results. GPR is effective in identifying changes in
lithology at interfaces between dry pyroclasts and frozen deposits with a water ice matrix and between frozen
deposits and pure ice. Our main finding in the caldera is
the presence of two styles of ice deposits under both
1875 and 1961 pyroclasts. Shallow deposits of water ice
exist ~15–30 cm below the subsurface (recorded at ~4–
5 ns two-way travel time in radar data) within pore
space between pyroclasts. Second, pure ice deposits are
found at various depths at the base of eruption deposits
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Figure 2. This radargram was collected with a 400 MHz GPR antenna over ~14 m (from A-A’ in Fig. 3). Two strong, laterally continuous reflectors are seen at ~20 cm and ~60 cm depth (depth conversion assumes a real dielectric constant of 15.24, determined
from hyperbola fitting) . A borehole—inset—confirmed that these reflectors corresponded to a frozen water table (the shallow
reflector) and a transition to solid ice (the deep reflector).
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Figure 3. Our team over a lava tube in LBNM with a 100 MHz
Sensors & Software GPR instrument. GPS is mounted above
the antennae. Photo from Esmaeili et al. [9].

(Fig. 2). These interfaces were identified in radar data
from both the 200 and 400 MHz antennae.
GPR and Void Spaces: Void spaces near the lunar
south pole might include impact melt sheet cracks and
grabens, while lower-latitude void spaces likely include
lava tubes [7]. These spaces are potential resources for
crew shelter and investigating pristine lunar surfaces.
Field analog and Methodology. Our team has carried out GPR surveys over lava tubes in Lava Beds National Monument (LBNM, Northern California, USA)
using an unshielded 100 MHz Sensors & Software GPR
instrument (Fig. 3) [2,8]. We collected radar traces
every 20 cm and GPS position was independently recorded for later georeferencing. Thousands of traces
were collected at each measurement location within 1
second, increasing signal-to-noise and enabling deeper
imaging. GPR data was then processed using similar
correction techniques to our ice investigation above. For
validation, terrestrial lidar surveys were conducted inside lava tubes.
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Results. Our GPR traces successfully imaged lava
tubes within the study site and overburden (thickness of
material between the tube and the surface of the Earth)
is accurately estimated (Fig. 4)[8]. Because of the complex geometry and transition between rock and void
space at the tube wall, estimating the width and depth of
the tube is more challenging. We are able to improve
these estimations through 2D migration techniques,
where we model radar velocity dependent on the medium it is traveling through. By picking a radar velocity
through rock by identifying subsurface scatterers (these
appear as hyperbolas in radargrams) and assuming a radar velocity in void space (air on Earth, vacuum on the
Moon), we can recover tube geometry for tubes ~10 m
in diameter that are several meters below the ground [8].
Conclusion: This work provides important insight
into characterizing subsurface resources on the Moon:
1) GPR at frequencies of several hundred MHz is effective for defining the horizontal and vertical structure of
buried ice deposits but additional measurements (e.g.,
cores) are crucial for interpretation; 2) lava tubes at accessible depths are identifiable in GPR data using similar frequencies and their geometry can be accurately recovered.
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Figure 4. This GPR profile is taken with a 100 MHz antennae over Skull Cave (LBNM), which has a ~5 m overburden. Both ceiling
and floor surfaces are identifiable in this unmigrated radargram. Signal travel time (y-axis) through the cave is 110 ns, corresponding
to 16.5 m through air, which agrees with our lidar mapping results. Advanced techniques including 2D migration lead to improved
interpretations of void geometry, including vertical wall position estimation. Modified from Esmaeili et al. [9].

